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200 Promenade du Portage  
Place du Centre  
4th Floor           
Gatineau, Quebec        MSA 04/18 
K1A 1K8            
 
29 November 2018 
 
General Manager 
Jiangsu Jiaoyan Marine Equipment Co., Ltd.  
China 
 
 
Re:  Marine SAFETY ADVISORY LETTER No. MSA 04/18  
 M17A0391 

Failure of lifeboat release hook 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Dear, 
 
On 11 October 2017, at 1430 Atlantic Daylight Time, the passenger vessel Northern Ranger, operated by 
Nunatsiavut Marine (the company), experienced a failure in the starboard lifeboat’s forward release hook 
during a training exercise at the dock in Nain, Newfoundland and Labrador. Four crew members were on 
board the SOLAS-approved lifeboat (Appendix A) at the time of the occurrence.  
 
As part of the training exercise, the lifeboat was launched, operated, and retrieved. During retrieval, the 
lifeboat was lifted until it was level with the embarkation deck; the forward release hook then suddenly 
released (Appendix B). The lifeboat swung downward, bow first, and hung from the aft release hook and 
fall. One crew member fell through the lifeboat’s forward hatch and into the water while 3 crew members 
remained inside. All 4 crew members were recovered and those who were injured were treated in hospital. 
The investigation M17A0391 into the occurrence is ongoing. 
 
The lifeboat and release hooks were manufactured by Jiangsu Jiaoyan Marine Equipment Co. Ltd. in China, 
while the on- or off-load release mechanism was manufactured by Shanghai Shengkong Machine 
Company Ltd.   
 
The TSB Engineering Laboratory tested the lifeboat’s release hook and on- or off-load release mechanism to 
determine the cause of the sudden hook release. The TSB Engineering Laboratory also analysed the 
equipment’s documentation. Testing revealed several issues with the operation of the release hook and the 
document analysis revealed discrepancies.  
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Release hook failure 
 
As the lifeboat’s forward and aft release hooks are simultaneously reset by crew members, the on- or off-
load release mechanism within the lifeboat (rigged to the release hooks with cables) is operated by a third 
crew member.  
 
Figures 1 and 2 were created by the TSB Engineering Laboratory to show the primary components of the 
lifeboat release hooks used in this occurrence, and their hook/locking plate interaction. In order to be reset 
as designed by the manufacturer, the hooks are initially opened, allowing the blocking lever to move to a 
vertical position and block the locking plate from rising (Figure 1). In order to reset each release hook, each 
hook is rotated by a crew member, and as it rotates it interacts with its blocking lever, moving the lever out 
of the vertical position. The tail of each hook assumes the function of the blocking lever, blocking its locking 
plate from rising until the hook is rotated such that its tail is in line with the socket of its locking plate. When 
each tail is aligned with its locking plate socket, the locking plate is no longer blocked and is allowed to rise; 
the on- or off- load release mechanism can then be reset, which secures each hook in the socket of its locking 
plate. Once the on- or off-load release mechanism is reset, and each release hook’s reset indicators are 
aligned, each hook is secure and ready to receive a lifting ring, which is retained by the safety latch 
(Figure 2).  
 

Figure 1. Diagram of lifeboat release hook assembly 

in the open position.  

Figure 2. Diagram of lifeboat release hook assembly 

in the reset position. 

 

 

 
  
Repeated testing of the reset and locking plate operation of the release hooks was conducted to identify 
possible abnormalities or defects. It was observed that during the resetting procedure of either the forward 
or aft hook, it is possible to bypass the function of the blocking lever (Figures 3 and 4).  
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Figure 3. Image of blocking lever functioning as 

designed (not bypassed). 

Figure 4. Image of blocking lever when bypassed. 

 
 

 
 
If the blocking lever is bypassed and the tail of each release hook is not rotated to block its locking plate from 
rising, the locking plate can rise. The on- or off-load release mechanism inside the lifeboat can return to its 
reset position without the tail of each release hook being secured in the socket of its locking plate. This can 
give the operator in the lifeboat the impression that the hooks are reset and secured when, in fact, they are 
not. Testing further identified that the blocking lever can occasionally be held back from the blocking 
position due to friction between the blocking lever and the side plate of the hook. 
 
The TSB Engineering Laboratory also tested to determine if each release hook could support a load when it 
was reset with its tail  secured in the socket of its locking plate versus not. Weight was added to the lifeboat 
to simulate the weight of the 4 crew members and gear on board at the time of the occurrence. The lifting 
rings used in the occurrence (28 mm in diameter, see Appendix B) were inserted into each reset and secured 
release hook, and each end of the lifeboat was lifted individually with an overhead crane. Each secured 
forward and aft hook supported its portion of the load without issue.  
 
The on- or off-load release mechanism was then intentionally reset without the tail of each hook secured in 
its locking plate. The 28 mm lifting rings used in the occurrence were inserted in each release hook, and each 
end of the lifeboat was lifted individually by the crane. When unsecured, each forward and aft release hook 
supported its portion of the load.  
 
Next, the TSB Engineering Laboratory tested for accidental release of the unsecured hooks. While each 28 
mm lifting ring was supporting its portion of the load, it was struck several times with a rubber mallet to 
simulate the shock or vibrations between the fall and the davit arm during retrieval of the lifeboat. On the 
first test, each unsecured release hook opened with 1 strike. On the second and third test, each hook would 
not open with repeated strikes. Testing determined that the unsecured release hooks would initially hold 
their respective portions of the overall load but would sometimes open when struck, other times not. 
 
Overall, testing determined that the release hooks on the Northern Ranger lifeboat were capable of 
supporting the load of the lifeboat even when the hooks were not secured. However, the on- or off-load 
release mechanism would appear to be reset, giving the operator in the lifeboat the impression that the 
release hooks were secured. As a result, a lifeboat with this hook assembly can experience a sudden release 
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during retrieval, as in this occurrence. The deficiencies identified by the TSB Engineering Laboratory’s 
testing may be present in other release hooks produced by the manufacturer, putting other vessels and crew 
at risk. 
 
Issues with size of lifting ring and documentation  
 
Lifting ring absent from manufacturer’s final drawing 
 
The lifeboat manufacturer’s final drawing of its release hook and on- or off-load release mechanism 
provided to the Northern Ranger and to the lifeboat’s classification society do not depict a lifting ring.  
 
A lifting ring is shown on a drawing included in the strength calculations for the release hook; these strength 
calculations were submitted by the manufacturer to the lifeboat’s classification society for approval. Neither 
the company nor the crew on board the Northern Ranger had access to the strength calculations document. 
The diameter of the lifting ring shown in the drawing is not apparent; the TSB had to analyze the strength 
calculations document (reviewed measurements and formulas, performed mathematical calculations) to 
determine that the diameter of the lifting ring depicted is 45 mm.  
 
During testing, the TSB Engineering Laboratory reset and secured the release hooks as per the 
manufacturer’s operating instructions, which indicate that the release hook should be reset and secured 
before a lifting ring is inserted. Using the depicted 45 mm diameter lifting ring, the TSB identified that when 
the release hook is secured in the reset position, the hook opening is not large enough to insert a 45 mm 
lifting ring.   
 
In order to use a 45 mm lifting ring as the manufacturer’s strength calculations imply, operators have to 
modify the operating instructions and insert each lifting ring into its hook as the hook and on- or off-load 
release mechanism are being reset, rather than after the hook is already secured in the reset position.  
 
Testing revealed that if a 45 mm lifting ring is used, the hooks will operate as designed and not support a 
load when the hooks are not secured.    
 
Operator’s manual sent to company and classification society 
 
The operator’s manual was provided to the company by the manufacturer, and was on board the Northern 
Ranger at the time of the occurrence.  
 
The operator’s manual contains a graphic of the release hook with a lifting ring of an unspecified diameter 
inserted in it, and includes operating instructions for the launching and retrieval of the lifeboat. Testing at 
the TSB Engineering Laboratory determined that, if followed, the operating instructions allow operators to 
reset the lifeboat’s release hooks and on- or off-load release mechanism, and insert the 28 mm diameter 
lifting rings that were on board the Northern Ranger at the time of the occurrence.  
 
The 28 mm diameter lifting rings used in this occurrence allowed the release hooks to support a load with 
the lifeboat’s on- or off-load release mechanism reset and hooks unsecured. This may not meet the 
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requirements of section 4.4.7.6.8 of The International Lifesaving Appliance (LSA) Code (2011), which 
indicates that release hooks should not support a load in the unsecured position. 
 
Without documentation that clearly indicates a lifting ring of a specified diameter, operators may use a 
lifting ring that will allow the release hook to operate in a manner that does not meet its classification 
society’s approval and, by extension, LSA Code and SOLAS requirements.  
 
This information is provided for whatever follow-up action is deemed appropriate. The TSB would 
appreciate being advised of any action that is taken in this regard. 
 
Upon completion of investigation M17A0391 the Board will release its investigation report into this 
occurrence. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
Original signed by Marc-André Poisson 
 
 
Marc-André Poisson 
Director, Marine 
Transportation Safety Board of Canada 
 
cc: Rina Classification Society                
          
 Nunatsiavut Marine 
                 
                Arctic & Large Vessels, Design and Equipment Standards 
                Transport Canada Safety and Security 
          

IACS Membership 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
Occurrence No.:    M18A0391 
 
Safety Communication No.:  MSA 04/18 
 
 
TSB Contact: Terry Hiltz     
                                 Senior Marine Investigator  
                                 Transportation Safety Board of Canada, Atlantic Region   
                                  Tel: (902) 426-9424  
                                  E-mail:  terry.hiltz@tsb-bst.gc.ca  
  
                                  Pierre Murray  
                                  Regional Manager  
                                  Transportation Safety Board of Canada, Atlantic Region  
                                  Tel: (902) 426-8043  
                                  E-mail: pierre.murray@tsb-bst.gc.ca   
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Appendix A – Lifeboat on Northern Ranger 
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Appendix B – Close-up view of release hook assembly 
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TYPES OF TSB SAFETY COMMUNICATIONS 

GENERAL 

The purpose of a safety communication is to ensure that identified risks are communicated to those 
persons or organizations best able to effect change to convince them to take remedial action. 

OCCURRENCE BULLETINS 

An occurrence bulletin is a formal, written, safety communication used to inform regulatory or 
industry stakeholders of potential operational or technical concerns that were uncovered by the 
TSB’s initial examination of the circumstances surrounding an occurrence. Bulletins contain only 
factual information. 

SAFETY INFORMATION LETTERS 

Safety information letters are generally concerned with safety deficiencies posing relatively low 
risks, and are used to inform regulatory or industry stakeholders of unsafe conditions that do not 
require immediate remedial action. Safety information letters are used to pass information for the 
purposes of safety promotion or to support or clarify issues that are being examined by a 
stakeholder. 

SAFETY ADVISORY LETTERS 

Safety advisory letters are concerned with safety deficiencies that pose low to medium risks, and 
used to inform regulatory or industry stakeholders of unsafe conditions. A safety advisory letter 
suggests remedial action to reduce risks to safety. 

SAFETY CONCERNS 

Safety concerns focus on an identified unsafe condition for which there is insufficient evidence to 
validate a systemic safety deficiency. However, the risks posed by this unsafe condition warrant 
highlighting. A safety concern provides a marker to the industry and the regulator that the Board 
has insufficient information to warrant further recommendations at this time; however, as more data 
and analysis become available, the Board will return to this unsafe condition if it is not readily 
redressed. 

SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Canadian Transportation Accident Investigation and Safety Board Act (CTAISB Act) makes specific 
provision for the Board to make recommendations to correct identified safety deficiencies. 
Recommendations are used to address those systemic safety deficiencies posing the highest risks to 
the transportation system and, therefore, warranting the highest levels of regulatory and corporate 
attention. 

RESPONSES TO TSB SAFETY COMMUNICATIONS 

The CTAISB Act requires that federal ministers provide formal responses as to actions taken or 
planned in response to TSB recommendations. The Act does not mandate responses by other 
stakeholders to whom Board recommendations are issued. Notwithstanding, these stakeholders are 
requested to provide a response, and normally do so. 

Although responses to other forms of safety communications are not requested or expected, the TSB 
often receives responses to safety advisory and safety information letters, and the substance of these 
responses are reflected in the Board’s investigation report. 


